
 
Osney, St Thomas & New Botley Allotments Association 
Minutes of Committee meeting 20 May 2015 
 
Present:  Anne (Chair), Nick, Jude (minutes), Verity, Gus, Phil, Sid, Susan H, Sue S-L, Felicity (for Sally) 
Apologies:  Steve 
 

1. Minutes, 13 April.  Correction:  the locks to be replaced are on both the shop and the shed 
alongside the shop.  Otherwise accepted as accurate. 
 

2. Matters arising  
2a:  revising the rules to allow the Secretarial role to be split. 
The role is reallocated as agreed in the 13 April meeting & all 4 role holders stated they are happy 
with the arrangements. Action:  Anne to ensure the change is formally agreed at the 2016 AGM.  
 
2b:  reallocating email contact for secretary@westoxfordallotments.org. 
This will remain as it stands and in future, we may need to add more emails for specific roles.  
Forwarding of messages is happening and seems to be working. 
 
2c:  collecting and updating membership details. 
These will be available for £20 Meadow by the end of May.  Action:  Sid will email Susan H with the 
waiting list.  Susan H and Sue S-L want to create a quick response acknowledgement to waiting list 
requests.  Action:  Sid, Susan H and Sue S-L as above.  
 
2d:  shop publicity and ‘sandwich board’. 
The board is completed, and seems to be already having a positive impact!   
 
2e:  search for a new webmaster. 
Sid wishes to retain this role and has made changes/ restructuring to the website to make it more 
active and easily searchable.   Minutes are posted and a current, corrected list of committee 
members has been posted, including the names and revised roles for the Secretary.   
Action:  Jude to ensure photos etc. of committee are posted on the website. 
 
2f:  creating and posting photos of the committee  
Not yet done - Jude will move this forward.    
Action:  Jude to laminate and post copies of photos on all notice boards. 
 
2g:  skips for both sites 
 The skip will be ordered for Botley Meadows, now that the road has been renewed.  Action:  Nia.  
On £20 Meadow, a skip to be positioned close to the pile of rubbish on the river-side of the site.  A 
second £20 skip may be required, depending on the reactions to the fence clearing initiative – to be 
reviewed in future.  Sue S-L to contact a scrap metal merchant for optional sorting before the skip.  
People to put their own rubbish in the skip.  Action: Sue S-L.  
 
2h:  summer party  
This was not discussed and the next meeting is probably too late to start planning.  Elizabeth will be 
asked to discuss the summer event with others by email.    Action:  Elizabeth 
 
2g:  locks for the shop and shed  
Phil will buy the locks and fit them over the BH weekend.  Felicity and Sally will be given the keys 
and can then make copies and distribute as they decide best.   
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2h:  pest control  
It has been difficult to contact appropriate people.  The Council has said they stopped doing this 
several years ago.  Commercial services will survey for free then quote for the cost of baiting etc.  
Gus has asked for a survey to be done on 27 May.  He will also find out through the Federation 
what other allotments do and ask Colin Cook to chase up responsibilities for Council-owned land 
like our allotments.  Gus will report back on his findings at the next meeting.  Action:  Gus 
 
2i:  checking troughs and reporting maintenance needs  
Verity is continuing to check and monitor these on £20 – one is leaking and Verity will consult Sid 
on repair and/or help.  On BM, all troughs have been repaired and are functioning.  Action:  Verity. 
 
2j:  machinery update and maintenance needs 
This item was postponed due to Eric’s absence.  Eric to be asked to circulate a list before the next 
meeting (1 July): what machinery is in shared ownership, what needs repair, what additional 
machinery is needed.  Susan H again offered her rotovator for common use (needs attention).  
There was a discussion of the benefits and risks of creating a borrowing and lending list of 
equipment – something that the Federation cannot advise people to do, due to liability constraints.  
However, some sites offer one, subject to a signed disclaimer and 10 minutes of training in safe use.  
There was also discussion of the fee to be charged for use of commonly owned equipment.  These 
ideas can be discussed at the next meeting.  Action:  Anne for the agenda, Eric for the list.   
 
2k:  seeking Notice Board funding 
Sid is making a new notice board.  Susan H to seek funding for materials and labour from our local 
Councilors.  Action:  Susan H. 
 

3. Report from the Federation meeting 
Nick attended and reported on 3a) liability: we are covered for public liability but not for employee 
liability (an irrelevance as we have none) and can assume any contracted work will be covered by 
contractors’ insurance.  3b)  Bonfires.  There have been complaints for both sites and smoke is an 
especially troublesome issue on £20 because of the wind.  Suggestion:  that we create and post a 
laminated notice about bonfires, restating the rules and urging consideration.  Action:  Nick to 
create and post on both sites; Sid to post on the website and to send out a general notice to those 
with email.   
 

4. Summer events:   
Deferred.  Elizabeth asked to discuss this by other means before the 1 July meeting.   

 
5. Machinery:   

Deferred.  Action as above (see 2j).   
 

6. Site maintenance and changes:   
Botley Meadow has a splendid new road, courtesy of Waitrose, extending to the car park.  Nick 
agreed to draft an official thank you and to ensure a story in the Mail.  Sid to post the news on the 
website – Nick has good pictures.    
Jude circulated a report on the £20 Meadow fence clearing work and requested help.  The Unpaid 
Work parties doing the bulk of the plot clearance were given a lockable shed and access to the 
toilets.  ‘Their’ shed is the one to the right of the main gate; Sid will mend the roof and Phil will help 
him move the necessary materials.  Jude updated the committee on the range of reactions from 
plot holders to the ditch re-instatement project - many positive, most neutral but compliant, and 
some strongly against. It was agreed that alternative ways to reinstate the ditch behind those who 
refuse to allow access will be found.  The issue of badgers is a priority – we have, it seems, one 



 
definite and one possible place where badgers are living (i.e. a sett) located along the fence line.  
Any clearance or digging must comply with the law against disturbance of setts.  In order to find out 
whether the possible site is a sett, Jude will seek a license from Natural England to remove a very 
large amount of accumulated rubbish from the adjoining plot (plot 23).  This is in line with the 
recommendations of the council-appointed Ecologist who did a quick inspection on 20 May, 
confirming that badgers are active on plots 7 and 23.  Action:  Jude to continue to work with Unpaid 
Work ‘gang’ to plan clearance; Jude to create a poster for both sites, calling for work party help; 
Jude to create a ‘watcher’ rota to oversee Unpaid Work activity over the next few months; Jude to 
apply for a badger license from Natural England; Jude to continue to liaise with plot holders and to 
keep the committee informed of progress.  Action:  Nick as Secretary to respond to negative views 
on the process for deciding this work and the way in which it is planned to be carried out by the 
Council.   

 
7. Bee friendly initiative 

There is money available, now we have joined WOCA and the church in this initiative – it can buy 
tools or fund workshops.  This can be discussed at the next meeting.  Action:  Anne for the agenda.  

 
8. AOB  

A longstanding and much-respected plot holder, Paul Finch, has died.  Sid will circulate a general 
email informing plot holders of the funeral arrangements.   
 
Sid will bring a finance report to the next meeting. 

 
The next meeting is on 1 July 2015  
 
 

 


